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More of the millennial generation is college-educated, thus the basement standard for most jobs has risen
accordingly. Pay in entry-level jobs is also an issue due to student loan and other forms of debt millennials
accrue trying to stay ahead of the masses.

Knowing how and when to apply for a job is just as important as to End an opening. Failure to follow a basic
blueprint when applying will leave you spinning your wheels.

Spotlight Relevant Experience.

You have held a variety of part-time and odd jobs, but you do not need to include every single position in your
resume.

Hirers are often Iooded with applications, thus their resources are Enite. Keep it concise by emphasizing only
the positions with relevance to the job for which you are applying.

It does not need to be in the same Eeld, so long as the skills applied or learned are applicable to the position
you hope to obtain.

Lead with Leadership.

Steven Rothberg, president and founder of CollegeRecruiter.com, said the one thing that stands out on an
early-career resume above all else is a leadership role.

If you have experience leading in some capacity, make sure to lead your resume or cover letter with it. This
can include heading a volunteer group or even something as simple as spearheading a major class project.

Leadership is not necessarily a learned job trait, so a demonstrated willingness to take charge is attractive to
employers.

Don't Apply Just to Apply.

Getting stuck in a career rut happens, either due to unhappiness with your current job or unemployment. Don't
let your workplace rut bleed into your application process.

Blanketing prospective employers with resumes may seem like a good idea—the more lures in the water the
more potential for bites, after all—but if you're applying for dozens of jobs, the odds you are tailoring your
resume and cover letter to Et the speciEc opening aren't good.

Submitting a bland cover letter for an opening you may have only minimal interest in is one thing, but you
want to take time to craft a standout resume and cover letter for the job you truly want.

Moreover, applying for a job that isn't really of interest to you isn't just wasting your time: It's also wasting the
employers’ time.
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About E-Fests

ASME’s Engineering Festivals (E-Fests) are regional events for engineering students that include design competitions,

career development workshops, access to thought leaders and innovators in various engineering Eelds, and

networking opportunities. E-Fests also extend beyond the in-person events and provide online content, resources and

a community that enables students to foster innovation, network with key players in the industry, connect with peers

and celebrate engineering!
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